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Abstract
We analyze spin-0 relativistic scattering of charged particles propagating in the exterior, Λ Ă R3,
of a compact obstacle K Ă R3. The connected components of the obstacle are handlebodies.
The particles interact with an electro-magnetic field in Λ and an inaccessible magnetic field
localized in the interior of the obstacle (through the Aharonov-Bohm effect). We obtain high-
momenta estimates, with error bounds, for the scattering operator that we use to recover physical
information: We give a reconstruction method for the electric potential and the exterior magnetic
field and prove that, if the electric potential vanishes, circulations of the magnetic potential
around handles (or equivalently, by Stokes’ theorem, magnetic fluxes over transverse sections of
handles) of the obstacle can be recovered, modulo 2pi. We additionally give a simple formula
for the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator in terms of certain magnetic fluxes, in
the absence of electric potential. If the electric potential does not vanish, the magnetic fluxes
on the handles above referred can be only recovered modulo pi and the simple expression of the
high-momenta limit of the scattering operator does not hold true.
1 Introduction
We analyze spin-0 relativistic scattering of charged particles propagating in the exterior, Λ Ă R3, of a compact obstacle
K Ă R3. The connected components of the obstacle are handlebodies. In particular, they can be the union of a finite
number of bodies diffeomorphic to tori or to balls. Some of them can be patched through the boundary. We assume
that the particle interacts with a short-range magnetic field B and a short-range electric potential V , both of them
defined in Λ. The obstacle is shielded and contains an inaccessible magnetic field. The only information, from the
magnetic field inside the obstacle, we may have access to is through circulations of the magnetic potential around the
handles of the obstacle. The aim of this paper is proving that the electromagnetic field can be reconstructed from
the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator, as well as some information from the circulations of the magnetic
˚PACS Classification (2008): 03.65Nk, 03.65.Ca, 03.65.Db, 03.65.Ta. AMS Classification (2010): 81U40, 35P25 35Q40, 35R30. Research
partially supported by the project PAPIIT-DGAPA UNAM IN102215
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potentials around the handles of the obstacle. The latter is the Aharonov-Bohm effect [2], [12] a purely quantum
phenomenon.
There are many related results in the literature dealing with a similar setting (obstacle magnetic-scattering and
Aharonov-Bohm effect in three dimensions) in the non-relativistic case, see [4], [5], [6], [10], [11], and the references
quoted there. In this paper we analyze the relativistic case, which is physically and mathematically relevant because
all the previous works referred above use a high-velocity limit for their reconstruction formulas. It is, thus, evident the
necessity to take into consideration special-relativity if high energies are to be addressed. Regarding the Aharonov-
Bohm effect (if the magnetic field vanishes in Λ), we actually find important differences and similarities between the
non-relativistic and the relativistic cases : In the non-relativistic case the leading order of the scattering operator as the
velocity v goes to infinity contains only the magnetic potential, and the contribution of the electric potential appears
in the next order term that is of order 1{v. However, in the relativistic case the magnetic and the electric potentials
appear in the leading term as the momentum goes to infinity. This means that, in contrast to the non-relativistic case,
in the relativistic model the electric and the magnetic potentials have the same order of contribution, which produces
some differences in the information one can recover from high-momenta scattering, between both cases, concerning the
magnetic potential. Actually, if the electric potential vanishes, we prove that what can be recovered from scattering
is pretty much the same in both cases (namely, fluxes of the magnetic potential, modulo 2pi, around the handles) and
we find a similar (very simple) expression for the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator, in terms of certain
magnetic fluxes. This, however, is not valid anymore if the electric potential does not vanish. In this circumstance, in
the relativistic case, the leading term of the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator depends non-trivially on
the electric potential and the fluxes around the handles can be recovered only modulo pi, while in the non-relativistic
case having a non-vanishing electric potentials does not change the matter.
In our work we study inverse-scattering for the Klein-Gordon equation in the case that the sesquilinear form
associated with the classical field energy is positive definite. The direct scattering problem in case where it is not
positive definite is studied in [14].
Our main results are presented in Section 2.2. Specifically they are stated in Theorems 2.8, 2.10, 2.12 and 2.13.
Theorem 2.8 gives the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator. It is the main input from which we recover
information from the scattering operator. This is the most laborious result and the core of our proof. The proof of it
is presented in Section 3.4.2, which is based in the results of Section 3.4.1. As a matter of fact, Sections 3.4 and 3.7
are devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.8. In Section 3.4 we give the main arguments, while some technical results are
deferred to Section 3.7. In Theorem 2.10 we prove that the electric potential and the magnetic field can be recovered, in
a certain region, from the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator. Theorem 2.12 gives the specific information
from the magnetic potential that we can recover from the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator, namely,
certain circulations of the magnetic potential around handles of the obstacle. In Theorem 2.13 we provide a very
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simple expression of the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator in terms of some magnetic fluxes. Theorems
2.12 and 2.13 require the electric potential to vanish, since our main interest is to present the Aharonov-Bohm effect.
However, similar results are valid in the presence of a non-trivial electric potential, as it is presented in the body of
Section 2.2 and proved in Section 3.6.3.
Related results, in two dimensions, are proved in the non-relativistic case in [7], [10] and [11] (where the long-range
behavior of the magnetic potentials is the main issue) and in [19] and [24]. For relativistic equations in the whole
space, see [8] and [17]. The magnetic Schro¨dinger equation, in the whole space, is studied in [3]. The time dependent
methods for inverse scattering that we use are introduced in [9], for the Schro¨dinger equation. A survey about many
different applications of the time dependent method for inverse scattering can be found in [27]. The direct scattering
problem for the Klein-Gordon is studied in [14], [25], [26], and the references quoted there.
Our paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the model and the main results. In Section 3 we give all
details of the proofs of our results. It is divided in several subsections: Section 3.2 deals with the self-adjointness of
the Hamiltonians; Section 3.3 proves the existence of the wave operators and presents some properties of the wave and
scattering operators; Section 3.4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.8, for the regular case in Section 3.4.1 and the
general case in Section 3.4.2. Theorems 2.10, 2.12 and 2.13 are proved, respectively, in Sections 3.5, 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.
In Section 3.7 we prove some technical results that are used in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. Section 3.7.1 is entirely dedicated
to deal with laborious and technical computations used in Section 3.4.
2 Description of the Model and Main Results
2.1 Description of the Model
We study the propagation of a relativistic particle outside a bounded magnet, K, in three dimensions, i.e. the particle
propagates in the exterior domain Λ :“ R3zK. We assume that inside K there is a magnetic field that produces a
magnetic flux. We suppose, furthermore, that in Λ there are an electric potential A0 and a magnetic field B. This
is a more general situation than the one of the Aharonov-Bohm effect. The obstacle K is, of course, a classical
macroscopic object defined in R3. The electromagnetic field is also a classical quantity defined in Λ, the space where
the particles propagate. However, the position of the particle is a quantum quantity which is not represented by the
multiplication operator by the variable x P R3, where the obstacle lives. As a matter of fact, the components of this
operator are not self-adjoint in the Hilbert space at stake and, therefore, they cannot represent a quantum mechanical
observable. The free Hamiltonian operator H0 that we describe below (see Definition 2.5) is diagonalized by a unitary
operator U (see (2.26)) in such a way that the positive and negative energy subspaces are separated as a direct sum
(see (2.27)). Following [25], [26], in the diagonal representation that we just described, we define the position operator
as a multiplication operator by the variable x P R3. See subsection 2.1.3 for a discussion of these issues.
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2.1.1 The Magnet K
We assume that the magnet K is a compact submanifold of R3. Moreover, K “ YLj“1Kj , where the sets Kj , 1 ď j ď L,
are the connected components of K. We suppose that the Kj ’s are handle bodies. For a precise definition of
handlebodies see [4], were we study in detail the homology and the cohomology of K and Λ. In intuitive terms, K
is the union of a finite number of bodies diffeomorphic to tori or to balls. Some of them can be patched through the
boundary. See Figure 1.
2.1.2 The Magnetic Field and the Electric Potential
In the following assumptions we summarize the conditions on the magnetic field and the electric potential that we
use. We denote by ∆ the self-adjoint realization of the Laplacian in L2pR3q with domain H2pR3q, the Sobolev space
of function with distributional derivatives up to order 2 square integrable.
ASSUMPTION 2.1. We assume that the magnetic field, B, is a real-valued, bounded 2´ form in Λ, that is two
times continuously differentiable in Λ, and, furthermore,
1. B is closed : dB|Λ ” divB|Λ “ 0.
2. There are no magnetic monopoles in K: ż
BKj
B “ 0, j P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lu. (2.1)
3. ˇˇˇ´ B
Bx1
¯a´ B
Bx2
¯b´ B
Bx3
¯c
Bpxq
ˇˇˇ
ď Cp1` |x|q´µ, for some µ ą 2, and every a, b, c P t0, 1, 2u with a` b` c ď 2,
(2.2)
where C is a general, not specified, constant.
4. The electric potential, A0, is a real-valued function defined in Λ. We suppose that for some ε ą 0
xA20φ, φy ď xpφ,pφy ` pm2 ´ εqxφ, φy, (2.3)
where p :“ ´i∇ is the momentum operator, for every φ P H10pΛq, the closure of C80 pΛq in H1pΛq (see [22]
and [25] for explicit conditions on A0 implying (2.3)). The latter being the Sobolev space of functions with
distributional derivatives up to order 1 square integrable. In (2.3) we use the inner product in L2pΛq. We,
furthermore, assume there exists a constant Cδ such that
xA20φ, φy ď δxpφ,pφy ` Cδxφ, φy, (2.4)
for some δ ă 1{5 and for every φ P H10pΛq. We suppose additionally that for some C8 function κ defined in
R3 such that κpxq “ 0 for x in a neighborhood of K, and with 1 ´ κ compactly supported, κA0 is two times
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continuously differentiable andˇˇˇ´ B
Bx1
¯a´ B
Bx2
¯b´ B
Bx3
¯c
κA0pxq
ˇˇˇ
ď Cp1` |x|q´ζ , for some ζ ą 1, and every a, b, c P t0, 1, 2u with a` b` c ď 2.
(2.5)
We notice that the properties of A0 above permit it to have a finite or even an infinite number of singularities.
The Magnetic Potentials Let tγˆjumj“1 be the closed curves defined in equation (2.6) of [4] (see Figure 1). We prove
in Corollary 2.4 of [4] that the equivalence classes of these curves are a basis of the first singular homology group of
Λ. We introduce below a function that gives the magnetic flux across surfaces that have tγˆjumj“1 as their boundaries.
DEFINITION 2.2. The flux, Φ, is a function Φ : tγˆjumj“1 Ñ R.
We now define a class of magnetic potentials with a given flux.
DEFINITION 2.3. Let B be a closed 2´ form that satisfies Assumption 2.1. We denote by AΦpBq the set of all
continuous 1´ forms, A, in Λ that satisfy
1.
|Apxq| ď Cp1` |x|q´ζ , ζ ą 1, (2.6)
2. ż
γˆj
A “ Φpγˆjq, j P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu, (2.7)
3.
dA|Λ ” curl A|Λ “ B|Λ. (2.8)
Furthermore, we denote by ApregqΦ pBq the set of 2-times continuously differentiable functions A P AΦpBq such thatˇˇˇ´ B
Bx1
¯a´ B
Bx2
¯b´ B
Bx3
¯c
Apxq
ˇˇˇ
ď Cp1` |x|q´ζ , for every x P Λ and every a, b, c P t0, 1, 2u with a` b` c ď 2. (2.9)
Here the superscript (reg) stands for regular.
REMARK 2.4. In Theorem 3.7 of [4] we construct the Coulomb potential, AC , that belongs to AΦpBq with a ζ ą 1
that depends on µ. For this purpose condition (2.1) is essential. The same proof applies to see that (2.2) implies that
AC P ApregqΦ pBq. Actually, the Coulomb magnetic potential has a regularizing effect, in the sense that it is one time
more differentiable that B. However, this subtlety is not relevant for the purposes of this paper. Notice that we use
the same quantity ζ in (2.5), (2.6) and (2.9). We do it for convenience to keep as simple as possible our notation.
In Lemma 3.8 of [4] we prove that for any A, A˜ P AΦpBq there is a C1 0´ form λ in Λ such that
A˜´A “ dλ. (2.10)
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Moreover, we can take
λpxq :“
ż
Cpx0,xq
pA˜´Aq, (2.11)
where x0 is any fixed point in Λ and Cpx0, xq is any simple differentiable curve in Λ with starting point x0 and ending
point x. Furthermore,
λ8pxq :“ lim
rÑ8λprxq (2.12)
exists and it is continuous in R3zt0u and homogeneous of order zero, i.e. λ8prxq “ λ8pxq, r ą 0, x P R3zt0u. Moreover,
|λ8pxq ´ λpxq| ď
ş8
|x| bp|x|q, for some bprq P L1p0,8q. (2.13)
Actually, (2.6) and (2.11) imply that λ8 is a constant function. We denote this constant by λ8 ” λ8pxq. In Lemma
3.8 of [4] we consider a more general case where λ8 is not necessarily constant.
2.1.3 The Free Klein-Gordon Equation
The free Klein-Gordon equation is given by ´
i
B
Bt
¯2
φ “
´
p2 `m2
¯
φ, (2.14)
where m ą 0 is the mass of the particle. We do not include the obstacle in the free evolution. This mathematically
means that we are looking for solutions φ : R ˆ R3 Ñ C. To analyze (2.14) we proceed as in [25], [26] and we study
an equivalent system of differential equations that has the advantage of being of order one in BBt . For this purpose we
define:
DEFINITION 2.5 (Free Hamiltonian). Let B0 be the operator
B0 :“
´
p2 `m2
¯1{2
, (2.15)
with domain H1pR3q.
We denote by H0 the Hilbert space
H0 :“ dompB0q ‘ L2pR3q (2.16)
with inner product
xφ, ψyH0 :“ xB0φ1, B0ψ1y ` xφ2, ψ2y, (2.17)
for φ “ pφ1, φ2q, ψ “ pψ1, ψ2q. Note that under the identification φ1 “ φ, φ2 “ BBtφ, ψ1 “ ψ,ψ2 “ BBtψ, with φ, ψ
solutions to (2.14), (2.17) is the sesquilinear form associated to the classical field energy of the free Klein-Gordon
equation.
The free Hamiltonian H0 is given by
H0 :“
ˆ
0 i
´iB20 0
˙
, with dompHpAqq :“ dompB20q ‘ dompB0q “ H2pR3q ‘H1pR3q. (2.18)
Notice that H0 is self-adjoint in H0.
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The free Klein-Gordon equation (2.14) is equivalent to the system of differential equations
i
B
Btψ “ H0ψ, (2.19)
where ψ : R ˆ R3 ÞÑ C2 with ψ1 “ φ, ψ2 “ BBtφ. Note the slight difference with [25], [26] where the reduction to a
system is made with ψ1 “ φ, ψ2 “ i BBtφ.
Let us denote,
L2
`
R3
˘2
:“ L2 `R3˘‘ L2 `R3˘ ,
and consider the following unitary transformation :
FW : H0 ÞÑ L2pR3q2 (2.20)
given by
FW :“
ˆ
B0 0
0 1
˙
. (2.21)
It follows that
FWH0F
´1
W “ B0β, (2.22)
where
β :“
ˆ
0 i
´i 0
˙
. (2.23)
We define the matrices
Q :“ 2´1{2
ˆ
1 i
1 ´i
˙
, Q´1 :“ 2´1{2
ˆ
1 1
´i i
˙
, (2.24)
that diagonalize β :
QβQ´1 “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1.
˙
, (2.25)
Let U , [25], [26] be the unitary operator
U :“ QFW , H0 ÞÑ L2pR3q2. (2.26)
It follows that
Hˆ0 :“ UH0U´1 “
ˆ
B0 0
0 ´B0
˙
. (2.27)
In this representation the free Klein-Gordon equation is equivalent to the system,
i
B
Bt ψ “ Hˆ0 ψ, ψ “
ˆ
ψ`
ψ´
˙
P L2pR3q2. (2.28)
The functions ψ`, ψ´ are, respectively, the positive and negative energy components of the solution. The negative
energy solutions are interpreted as antiparticles, in the usual way. In the physics literature, the representation (2.28),
but with a scalar product that is not positive definite, is called the free particle or Feshbach-Villars representation,
see [13], [16]. We define the position operator [24], xˆP as multiplication by x in this representation,
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xˆP ψpxq “ xψpxq, (2.29)
and then, |ψ˘|2 are, respectively, the probability densities for particles with positive and negative energy. Note that
this is possible because the scalar product in L2pR3q2 is positive definite.
In the representation in H0 the position operator is given by,
xP :“ U´1 xˆP U “
˜
x` i p
B20
0
0 x
¸
. (2.30)
Note that x` i p
B20
is different from the Newton-Wigner position operator [18].
Observe that multiplication by x in the representation H0 can not be a position operator. In fact, it is not a
selfadjoint operator in H0 and, hence, it is not a quantum mechanical observable. Actually in the representation H0, x
is a classical parameter that is used to parametrize the classical, macroscopic, objects like the magnet K and the
electric and magnetic fields, but, as mentioned above, the operator that gives the position of the quantum particle is
xP .
High-Momentum States
We designate by S2 the unit sphere in R3. We need consider high-momentum states that under the free evolution
have negligible interaction with the magnet. For this purpose, for every ν P S2 we denote by (see Eq. (2.5))
Λν :“
!
x P Λ : x` τν P Λ, @τ P R
)
, (2.31)
and
Λκ,ν :“
!
x P Λν : κpx` τνq “ 1, @τ P R
)
. (2.32)
Since the classical free evolution of a relativistic particle is given by x ` τν for some ν P S1, a state that in the
representation L2
`
R3
˘2
is given by a function φ with support in Λν has no interaction with the magnet under the
classical evolution since,
`
χKpxP qU´1φp¨ ` ντq, U´1 φp¨ ` ντq
˘
H0 “ pχKpxqφpx` ντq, φpx` ντqqL2pR3q2 “ 0,
where for any set O we denote by χO the characteristic function of O. Our high-momenta states are defined in the
representation L2pR3q2 as,
eix¨vν φpxq, φ P L2 `R3˘2 , withφ supported in Λν . (2.33)
In the representation H0 they are given by,
eixP ¨vν U´1 φpxq, φ P L2 `R3˘2 , withφ supported in Λν .
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In Eq. (2.33) the operators eix¨vν represent a momentum shift corresponding to vν. Then vν symbolize momentum.
We use the notation v to represent the norm of the shifted momentum. We proceed in this way to keep a notation
similar to the one we used in previous papers ([4]-[7]), where the non-relativistic case is addressed. The high-momentum
limit amounts to take v to infinity. The physical intuition is that for high momentum the free quantum evolution is
close to the classical free evolution and then, our high momenta states will have negligible interaction with the magnet
K.
2.1.4 The Interacting Klein-Gordon Equation
The Klein-Gordon equation for a particle in Λ with electric potential A0 and magnetic field B is given by´
i
B
Bt ´A0
¯2
φ “
´
pp´Aq2 `m2
¯
φ, (2.34)
where the magnetic potential A P AΦpBq satisfies dA “ B and φ : R ˆ Λ ÞÑ C is the wave function. As in the free
case, to analyze (2.34), we trade it by an equivalent system of differential equations of order 1 in the time derivative
[24], [25]:
i
B
Btψ “ HpAqψ, (2.35)
where ψ : Rˆ Λ ÞÑ C2,
A :“ pA0, Aq (2.36)
and
HpAq :“
ˆ
0 i
´iBpAq2 2A0
˙
, with BpAq2 :“
´
p´A
¯2 `m2 ´A20. (2.37)
Equation (2.34) is equivalent to (2.35) with ψ1 “ φ, ψ2 “ BBtφ.
In Section 3.2 we prove that BpAq2 is a strictly positive operator and that the interacting Hamiltonian, HpAq,
whose domain is described below, is a self-adjoint operator.
DEFINITION 2.6 (Interacting Hamiltonian). We denote by HpAq the Hilbert space
HpAq :“ dompBpAqq ‘ L2pΛq (2.38)
with inner product
xφ, ψyHpAq :“ xBpAqφ1, BpAqψ1y ` xφ2, ψ2y, (2.39)
for φ “ pφ1, φ2q, ψ “ pψ1, ψ2q. The domain of the operator HpAq is given by
dompHpAqq :“ dompBpAq2q ‘ dompBpAqq. (2.40)
Notice that the specific properties of the electromagnetic potential we choose imply that
xφ, ψyHpAq ě ε xφ, ψyL2pR3q2 ,
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for every φ, ψ P HpAq (see Section 3.2 below). The scalar product (2.39) is the sesquilinear form associated with the
classical field energy of the interacting Klein-Gordon equation (2.34). In [25], [26] (see also Subsection 3.2) it is proven
that (2.34) can be represented in L2pR3q2 as a first order in time system, as in the free case.
2.1.5 Wave and Scattering Operators
Let J be the identification operator from H0 onto HpAq given by
J :“
ˆ
BpAq´1χΛB0 0
0 χΛ
˙
, (2.41)
here χp¨q is the characteristic function of p¨q. The wave operators are defined as follows:
W˘pAq :“ s- lim
tÑ˘8 e
itHpAq J e´itH0 , (2.42)
provided that the limits exist. In Section 3.3.1 we prove the existence of the limits, for every A “ pA0, Aq, with
A P AΦpBq.
The scattering operator is defined, for every A “ pA0, Aq with A P AΦpBq, by
SpAq “W ˚`pAqW´pAq. (2.43)
2.2 Main Results
2.2.1 Notation
DEFINITION 2.7. Let A “ pA0, Aq, with A P AΦpBq. For every ν P S2 we define (see (2.5))
WApt, ν, κq “ eitβν¨p
ˆ
κA0pxq ´iκA ¨ ν
iκA ¨ ν κA0pxq
˙
e´itβν¨p. (2.44)
Notice that
e´i
ş8
´8WApr,vν,κqdr “ Q´1
˜
ei
ş8
´8 drpApjq¨ν´A0qpx`rνq 0
0 e´i
ş8
´8 drpApjq¨ν`A0qpx`rνq
¸
Q, (2.45)
which follows from (3.75)-(3.76).
2.2.2 High-Momenta Limit of the Scattering Operator
The theorem below gives the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator, from which we reconstruct the electric
potential, the magnetic field and some properties of the magnetic potentials. The derivation of this formula is the most
laborious part in our paper and the core of our proofs. The proof of this theorem is deferred to Section 3.4.2, which is
based in the results of Section 3.4.1. For the definition of the weighted Sobolev space H2xxy4lpR3q2 see Subsection 3.1.
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THEOREM 2.8. Set ν P S2 and l P N, l ě ζ{2, l ě 2. Suppose that φ, ψ P H2xxy4lpR3q2 are supported in Λκ,ν . Let
A “ pA0, Aq, with A P AΦpBq. Then
xe´ix¨vνUSpAqU´1eix¨vνφ , ψyL2pR3q2 “
A˜
ei
ş8
´8 drpApjq¨ν´A0qpx`rνq 0
0 e´i
ş8
´8 drpApjq¨ν`A0qpx`rνq
¸
φ, ψ
E
, (2.46)
` }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q}ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q
$’’&’’%
O
´
v1´ζ ` 1v
¯
if ζ ‰ 2
O
´
lnpvq
v
¯
if ζ “ 2.
In Remark 3.15 we additionally derive high-momenta expressions for the wave operators. Notice that Theorem 2.8
does not require the functions φ, ψ to be compactly supported, as it is done in our previous works (see [4]-[7]). The
function κ is introduced for two reasons: To cutoff smoothly the obstacle and to cutoff the singularities of A0. If A0
has no singularities, then our result is equivalent to the results in [4]-[7], for the non-relativistic case: If A0 has no
singularities, and φ, ψ are supported in Λν , we can always find some C
8 function κ defined in R3 such that κpxq “ 0
for x in a neighborhood of K, and with 1´ κ compactly supported, such that φ, ψ are supported in Λν,κ.
Similar results for non-obstacle relativistic-scattering are presented in [8], [17]. There error bounds are not provided
and a different class of (bounded) electromagnetic potentials is addressed.
2.2.3 Inverse-Scattering Reconstruction Method
In this section we present one of our main results, namely Theorem 2.10. The proof is postponed to Section 3.5.
DEFINITION 2.9. We denote by ΛRec the set of points x P Λ such that, for some two-dimensional plane Px,
x ` Px Ă
`
κ´1pt1uq˘˝, for some C8 function κ defined in R3 such that κpxq “ 0 for x in a neighborhood of K, and
with 1´ κ compactly supported, where for any set O we denote by O˝ its interior.
THEOREM 2.10. The high-momenta limit (2.46) of the scattering operator uniquely determines Bpyq and A0pyq
for every y P ΛRec.
REMARK 2.11. Notice that in Definition 2.9 the functions κ are not fixed, but can be conveniently selected.
Furthermore, in the proof of Theorem 2.10 in Subsection 3.5.1 we give a method for the unique reconstruction of
Bpyq, A0pyq, y P |ΛRec.
2.2.4 The Aharonov-Bohm Effect
In this section we assume that B “ 0 and A0 “ 0, i.e., that the electromagnetic field vanishes in Λ. The hypothesis
A0 “ 0 is assumed for convenience, in the spirit of the Aharonov-Bohm effect. Nevertheless some results are also valid
for A0 ‰ 0. In the case that A0 ‰ 0, notable differences and similarities between the relativistic and the non-relativistic
cases hold true. They are presented in Section 3.6.3, where the corresponding results for A0 ‰ 0 are proved.
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Notation For any x P Λvˆ and any unit vector vˆ P S2 we denote
Lpx, vˆq :“ x` Rvˆ, (2.47)
and we give to Lpx, vˆq the orientation of vˆ. Suppose that x P Λvˆ, y P Λwˆ, vˆ, wˆ P S2 satisfy vˆ ¨ wˆ ě 0 and that
Lpx, vˆq Y Lpy, wˆq Ă Λ.
Take ρ ą 0 so large that
convex ppx` p´8,´ρsvˆq Y py ` p´8,´ρswˆqq Y convex ppx` rρ,8qvˆq Y py ` rρ,8, qwˆqq Ă R3zBp0; rq,
where K Ă Bp0; rq and the symbol convexp¨q denotes the convex hull of the indicated set.
We denote by γpx, y, vˆ, wˆq the continuous, simple, oriented and closed curve with sides x ` r´ρ, ρsvˆ, oriented in
the direction of vˆ, y ` r´ρ, ρswˆ, oriented in the direction of ´wˆ, and the oriented straight lines that join the points
x` ρvˆ with y ` ρwˆ and y ´ ρwˆ and x´ ρvˆ.
Results
THEOREM 2.12. Suppose that B “ 0 and that A0 “ 0. Then, for any flux, Φ, and all A P AΦp0q, the high-momenta
limit of SpA) in (2.46), known for vˆ and wˆ, determines the fluxesż
γpx,y,vˆ,wˆq
A (2.48)
modulo 2pi, for all curves γpx, y, vˆ, wˆq.
Theorem 2.12 is also valid if A0 ‰ 0, with the restriction that (2.48) is determined only modulo pi (see Section
3.6.3). The proof of Theorem 2.12 is done at the beginning of Section 3.6. This Theorem gives additionally information
about the de Rham cohomology class of A, see Remarks 3.16 and 3.17.
THEOREM 2.13. Suppose that A0 “ 0. There is an open disjoint cover of Λν ,
 
Λh
(
hPI
ŤtΛoutu, and a set of
real numbers
 
Fh
(
hPI such that the following holds true: Set φ, ψ P H2xxy4lpR3q2 as in Theorem 2.8, with φ compactly
supported. For every A P AΦp0q
xUSpAqU´1 eivν¨xφ, eivν¨xψyL2pΛq2 “
A ˜ÿ
hPI
ˆ
eiFh 0
0 e´iFh
˙
χΛhφ` χΛoutφ
¸
, ψ
E
L2pΛq2
(2.49)
`O
ˆ
1
v
˙
}φ}H2xxy4l pR3q}ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q,
as v tends to infinity.
The sets
 
Λh
(
hPI have a geometric meaning, they are the holes of K in the direction ν. The numbers
 
Fh
(
hPI
are magnetic fluxes (around handles of the obstacle) associated to the holes h, for h P I. The set Λout is the region
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without holes. This is well explained in the lines above Theorem 3.23. The proof of Theorem 2.13 is done at the end
of Section 3.6, this theorem is actually rephrased in Theorem 3.23. The simple expression (2.49) is not anymore valid
if A0 ‰ 0 (see Section 3.6.3), whereas in this case it is valid in the non-relativistic setting (see [4]).
REMARK 2.14. Suppose that A0 “ 0 and that φ and ψ are compactly supported in Λν , then we can always find
some C8 function κ defined in R3 such that κpxq “ 0 for x in a neighborhood of K, and with 1 ´ κ compactly
supported, such that φ and ψ are compactly supported in Λκ,ν . It follows that if φ and ψ are compactly supported in
Λν and belong to H
2pR3q2, the conclusions of Theorem 2.13 are valid.
3 The Proofs
3.1 General Notation
We denote by C any finite positive constant whose value is not specified. For any x P R3, x ‰ 0, we denote, xˆ :“ x{|x|.
For every v P R3 we designate v :“ |v|. The domain of an operator or a quadratic form is denoted by dompXq, where
either X is an operator or a quadratic form. For every open set O Ă R3, we use the symbol x¨, ¨y to represent the
inner product in L2pOq. If it is clear from the context, we use the same symbol to represent the inner product in
L2pOq2 :“ L2p0q‘L2pOq (in general, for every Hilbert space H, we set H2 :“ H‘H). For a general (complex) Hilbert
space H, its inner produc is represented by x¨, ¨yH. The norm of an element x in a normed vector space X is denoted
by } ¨ }X . However, if no confusion arises, we omit in general the subscript in the case that X is L2pOq, L2pOq2 or a
space of operators with the corresponding operator norm.
In this paper we use a system of units in which the numerical value of the charge of the particle, the speed of light
and the Plank’s constant are one: e “ 1, c “ 1, ~ “ 1. The Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing C8-functions in R3 is
denoted by SpR3q. For every n P N and every open set O in R3, we denote by HnpOq the Sobolev space of functions
with distributional derivative up to order n square integrable, and by Hn0 pOq the closure of C80 pOq in HnpOq, see [1].
For every strictly positive function ω : O ÞÑ R we denote by HnωpOq the corresponding weighted Sobolev spaces. For
every φ P HnωpOq,
}φ}HnωpOq :“
ÿ
α1`α2`α2ďn
›››ω1{2 Bα1Bxα11 B
α2
Bxα22
Bα3
Bxα33
φ
›››
L2pOq
.
The open ball in R3 of radius r and center x is denoted by Bpx; rq, and for every set O, its complement is denoted by
Oc. The Fourier transform of a function φ P L2pR3q is denoted by
pφppq ” Fpφqppq :“ 1p2piq3{2
ż
e´ix¨pφpxqdx (3.1)
and the inverse Fourier transform by
qφpxq ” F´1pφqpxq :“ 1p2piq3{2
ż
eix¨pφppqdp. (3.2)
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Another useful notations that we adopt are the symbols xxy :“ p1`x2q1{2, xpy :“ p1`p2q1{2, for x P R3 and p “ ´i∇.
In this paper we use use the standard identifications between differential forms in open subsets of R3 and vector
calculus (see page 348 in [4], for example).
A useful formula that we use very much in this paper is the following: For every measurable function f : R3 ÞÑ C
e´ix¨vνfppqeix¨vν “ fpp` vνq, (3.3)
for every v ě 0 and ν P S2.
3.2 The Interacting Hamiltonian
In this section we prove that HpAq is a selfadjoint operator and give a proper definition of BpAq. Related results are
presented in [25] and [26].
Let qA : C
8
0 pΛq ˆ C80 pΛq Ñ C be the bilinear form defined by
qApφ, ψq :“
A
pp´Aqφ, pp´Aqψ
E
`m2xφ, ψy ´ xA20φ, ψy. (3.4)
The diamagnetic inequality (see Lemma 1.2, Chapter 9 in [22]) and (2.3) imply that qA ě ε. Theorem X.17 in [20]
(KLMN theorem) implies that qA is closable. We denote its closure by qA, it is represented by a selfadjoint operator
BpAq2 ě ε. Set BpAq the positive square root of BpAq2. It follows that
dompBpAqq “ dompqAq, qApφ, ψq “
`
BpAqφ, BpAqψ˘, (3.5)
for every φ, ψ P dompqAq. Actually, (2.4) and the fact that is A is bounded imply that
dompqAq “ H10pΛq. (3.6)
PROPOSITION 3.1. HpAq is a self-adjoint operator (see Definition 2.6).
Proof: Defining the unitary operator UA : HpAq ÞÑ L2pΛq2 by
ψ ÞÑ Q
ˆ
BpAq 0
0 1
˙
ψ (3.7)
we find that ˆ
0 i
´iBpAq2 0
˙
“ U´1A
ˆ
BpAq 0
0 ´BpAq
˙
UA, (3.8)
which implies that ˆ
0 i
´iBpAq2 0
˙
is self-adjoint, with domain dompHpAqq.
By (2.4),
}A0φ}2 ď δ }pφ}2 ` Cδ }φ}2 ď δ qApφ, φq ` δ }A0φ}2 ` Cδ }φ}2 .
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Then,
}A0φ}2 ď δ˜ qApφ, φq ` Cδ˜ }φ}2 , δ˜ :“
δ
1´ δ , Cδ˜ :“
Cδ
1´ δ ,
where we use the diamagnetic inequality (Lemma 1.2, Chapter 9 in [22]). Let ψ “ pψ1, ψ2q P dompHpAqq, then,
›››ˆ0 0
0 2A0
˙
ψ
›››
HpAq
“ 2 }A0ψ2} ď 2 δ˜1{2
›››ˆ 0 i´iBpAq2 0
˙
ψ
›››
HpAq
` 2 `Cδ˜˘1{2 }ψ}HpAq, (3.9)
thus
ˆ
0 0
0 2A0
˙
is small in the sense of Kato with respect to
ˆ
0 i
´iBpAq2 0
˙
, with relative bound smaller than 1 (here
we use that δ ă 15 ). The fact that HpAq is self-adjoint follows from this last assertion and the Kato-Rellich theorem
(Theorem X.12 in [20]).
l
3.3 The Wave and Scattering Operators
3.3.1 Wave Operators
In this paragraph we prove that the wave operators exist. Lemma 3.3 proves the existence of the wave operators in the
case that A P ApregqΦ pBq (the regular case). The general case is proved in Section 3.3.2. In Section 3.3.3 we study the
scattering operator. Related results are presented in [26]. We identify κ (see (2.5)) with the multiplication operator
by the matrix ˆ
κ 0
0 κ
˙
” κ. (3.10)
LEMMA 3.2. For every A P AΦpBq, the limits (2.42) exist, if and only if, the limits s- limtÑ˘8 eitHpAq κ e´itH0
exist. In either case
W˘pAq “ s- lim
tÑ˘8 e
itHpAq κ e´itH0 . (3.11)
Proof: It is enough to prove that for every φ P SpR3q ‘ SpR3q
lim
tÑ˘8
›››”ˆBpAq´1χΛB0 0
0 χΛ
˙
´ κ
ı
e´itH0φ
›››
HpAq
“ 0. (3.12)
As B0 has only absolutely continuous spectrum, e
itB0 converges weakly to zero when t tends to ˘8 (using the
Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma). The Rellich-Kondrachov theorem implies that
lim
tÑ˘8
››fpxq eitB0 φ›› “ 0,@φ P L2 `R3˘ , if lim
rÑ8 |fprxˆq| “ 0, uniformly on xˆ P S
2. (3.13)
From this and (2.27) we deduce that (3.12) is fulfilled whenever
lim
tÑ˘8 }pκB0 ´BpAqκqe
´itB0ψ} “ lim
tÑ˘8 }e
itBpAqpκB0 ´BpAqκqe´itB0ψ} “ 0, (3.14)
for every ψ P SpR3q. We complete our proof showing the validity of (3.14).
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It follows from the proof of Lemma 5.3 in [4] that the limits
W˘pBpAq2;B20q :“ s´ lim
tÑ˘8 e
itBpAq2κe´iB
2
0 (3.15)
exist (they are actually the wave operators for the Schro¨dinger equation). The invariance principle (Theorem XI.23
in [21]) implies that the limits
W˘pBpAq;B0q :“ s´ lim
tÑ˘8 e
itBpAqκe´iB0 (3.16)
exist and are equal to (3.15). Actually [21] does not consider obstacles, however, the proof also applies in this case. It
follows that
lim
tÑ˘8 e
itBpAqκB0e´itB0ψ “W˘pBpAq;B0qB0ψ. (3.17)
Now we analyze the term eitBpAqBpAqκe´itB0ψ. We prove that
lim
tÑ˘8 }BpAqe
itBpAqκe´itB0ψ} “ }W˘pBpAq;B0qB0ψ}. (3.18)
To obtain (3.18) we compute [see (3.4) and (3.5)]ˇˇˇ
}BpAqκe´itB0ψ}2 ´ }κe´itB0B0ψ}2
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇA
pp´Aqκe´itB0ψ, pp´Aqκe´itB0ψ
E
(3.19)
`m2
A
κe´itB0ψ, κe´itB0ψ
E
´
A
A20κe
´itB0ψ, κe´itB0ψ
E
´ }κe´itB0B0ψ}2
ˇˇˇ
ÝÑ 0, as tÑ ˘8,
where we use (3.13). Notice that we can substitute the last term }κe´itB0B0ψ}2 by }e´itB0B0ψ}2 “ }pe´itB0ψ}2 `
m2}e´itB0ψ}2, using (3.13), and we can handle similarly the other terms containing κ.
With the help of (3.17) and (3.18) we obtain
lim
tÑ˘8 }e
itBpAqpκB0 ´BpAqκqe´itB0ψ}2 (3.20)
“ lim
tÑ˘8
”
2}W˘pBpAq;B0qB0ψ}2 ´
A
eitBpAqBpAqκe´itB0ψ,W˘pBpAq;B0qB0ψ
E
´
A
W˘pBpAq;B0qB0ψ, eitBpAqBpAqκe´itB0ψ
Eı
“ 0,
where we used that
lim
tÑ˘8
A
eitBpAqBpAqκe´itB0ψ,W˘pBpAq;B0qB0ψ
E
“ lim
tÑ˘8
A
eitBpAqκe´itB0ψ,W˘pBpAq;B0qB20ψ
E
(3.21)
“}W˘pBpAq;B0qB0ψ}2.
l
LEMMA 3.3 (Existence: The Regular Case). For every A P ApregqΦ pBq the limits (3.11) exist and are isometric.
Proof: The result follows from standard techniques using Cooks’s argument, (2.27) and Lemma 3.26: For φ “ pφ1, φ2q P
SpR3q2, with pφ1, pφ2 satisfying the properties of f in Lemma 3.26 (note that these functions are dense in L2 `R3˘2) ,
we write
eitHpAqκe´itH0φ “ κφ`
ż s
0
eitHpAq
“
HpAqκ´ κH0
‰
e´isH0φ. (3.22)
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Set hpsq “
›››“HpAqκ ´ κH0‰e´isH0φ›››HpAq. We bound h by an integrable function using (2.27) and Corollary 3.28.
This allows us to take the limit tÑ ˘8 in (3.22). The isometric property follows from (2.41), (2.42) and (3.13).
3.3.2 Existence of the Wave Operators (the General Case)
In this section we prove existence of wave operators (3.11) for every magnetic potential A P AΦpBq using Lemma 3.3
and a change of gauge argument. We provide additionally a change of gauge formula.
THEOREM 3.4 (Existence of Wave Operators and Change of Gauge Formula). For every A “ pA0, Aq with A P
AΦpBq the limits (3.11) exist and are isometric. For every Apiq “ pA0, Apiqq, i P t1, 2u, with Ap1q, Ap2q P AφpBq
W˘pAp2qq “ eiλpxqW˘pAp1qqe´iλ8 , (3.23)
where Ap2q ´Ap1q “ ∇λ [see (2.10)-(2.12)].
Proof: We suppose that Ap1q P ApregqpBq. Lemma 3.3 assures the existence of the wave operators W˘pAp1qq. By
proving the change of gauge formula we prove the existence of W˘pAp2qq. The same proof applies for general Ap1q and
Ap2q. We prove the assertion for W`. The proof for W´ is analogous. A simple computation gives
HpAp2qq “ eiλpxqHpAp1qqe´iλpxq, (3.24)
which implies that
W`pAp2qq “ eiλpxqs´ lim
tÑ8 e
itHpAp1qqκe´itH0eitH0κ1e´iλpxqe´itH0 , (3.25)
whenever the limit exists. Here κ1 satisfies the properties of κ (see (2.5) and the text above) and (3.10). Additionally
κ1κ “ κ. (3.26)
Then we only need to prove that
s´ lim
tÑ8 e
itH0κ1e´iλpxqe´itH0 “ e´iλ8 . (3.27)
Using (2.20)-(2.27) we obtain that
eitH0κ1e´iλpxqe´itH0 “ U´1
ˆ
eitB0 0
0 e´itB0
˙
Q
ˆ
B0κ
1e´iλpxqB´10 0
0 κ1e´iλpxq
˙
Q´1
ˆ
e´itB0 0
0 eitB0
˙
U. (3.28)
By (2.13), (3.13)
s´ lim
tÑ8
“
e´iλ8 ´ e´iλpxq‰e˘itB0 “ 0. (3.29)
Then by (3.28), (3.29),
s´ lim
tÑ8
”
eitH0κ1e´iλpxqe´itH0 ´ U´1
ˆ
eitB0 0
0 e´itB0
˙ˆ
e´iλ8 0
0 e´iλ8
˙ˆ
e´itB0 0
0 eitB0
˙
U
ı
“ 0. (3.30)
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We recall that λ8 is a constant function (see the text below Remark 2.4) to prove (3.27). To deduce (3.30) we use
that
}B0
“
e´iλ8 ´ κ1 e´iλpxq‰B´10 e˘itB0}2 “ }p“e´iλ8 ´ κ1 e´iλpxq‰B´10 e˘itB0}2 `
m2}“e´iλ8 ´ κ1 e´iλpxq‰B´10 e˘itB0}2 Ñ 0, as tÑ ˘8,
and that the terms containing derivatives of κe´iλpxq vanish as t tends to infinity, using (3.13).
3.3.3 Scattering Operator
The following theorem proves that the scattering operator is invariant under change of gauge; it is a direct consequence
of Theorem 3.4.
THEOREM 3.5. For every Apiq “ pA0, Apiqq, i “ 1, 2, with Ap1q, Ap2q P AφpBq,
SpAp2qq “ SpAp1qq. (3.31)
REMARK 3.6. As in [4] we can consider change of gauge formulae when Ap1q, Ap2q only have the same fluxes modulo
2pi. We do not dwell on these issues here.
3.4 High Momenta Limit of the Scattering Operator
In this section we prove our main results: We give a high-momenta expression for the scattering operator, with error
bounds. This formula is the content of Theorem 2.8, whose proof in the main purpose of Section 3.4.2. To prove our
theorem we first prove the result in the special case that A is regular (A P ApregqΦ pBq). This is the main result of
Section 3.4.1. The general result follows from a change of gauge formula, which is accomplished in Section 3.4.2. Our
formula is used in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 to reconstruct important information from the potentials and the magnetic
field.
3.4.1 High Momenta Limit for the Scattering Operator: The Regular Case
This section is the most laborious part of our paper. Here we estimate the high-momenta limit of the scattering
operator in the case that A is regular (A P ApregqΦ pBq). This is actually a relevant result, since the general case follows
from it by a simple gauge-argument. Our main result in this section is Theorem 3.14. The whole section is devoted
to prove preliminary lemmata and theorems that we use in the proof of Theorem 3.14. To analyze the scattering
operator, the wave operators are fundamental. As we can see from (3.11), the wave operators represent asymptotic
limits when the time goes to plus or minus infinity. To do our proof we analyze eitHpAqκe´itH0 for finite time t, in
the high momenta regime, and then we bound the error W˘pAq ´ eitHpAqκe´itH0 . The high-momenta analysis of
eitHpAqκe´itH0 is the most complicated part, it is done in Theorem 3.11, which is based in Lemmata 3.8 and 3.10.
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Lemmata 3.9 and 3.12 deal with the error W˘pAq ´ eitHpAqκe´itH0 . These lemmata together with Theorem 3.11 and
Lemma 3.13 (which is a technical result concerning the norms we are using) are the ingredients we need to prove our
main result (Theorem 3.14).
DEFINITION 3.7. Let A “ pA0, Aq with A P AΦpBq. For every v ą 0 and every ν P S2 we define (see (2.5) and
the text above it)
ZApt, vν, κq “ eitβpv`ν¨pq
ˆ
0 0
i2κA ¨ ν 2κA0
˙
e´itβpv`ν¨pq (3.32)
LEMMA 3.8. Let ν P S2 and l P N, l ě ζ{2. Suppose that φ P Hαxxy4lpR3q2, α ě 2, is supported in Λκ,ν (see (2.32)).
Let A “ pA0, Aq, with A P ApregqΦ pBq. The for every v ě v0 (see Lemma 3.26).
ż t
0
eisHpAqipHpAqκ´ κH0qe´isH0F´1W eix¨vνφds “
ż t
0
eisHpAqκ e´isH0F´1W e
ix¨vνiZApt, vν, κqφds
`O
´ ż |t|
0
ds
”
}φ}Hαxxy4l pR3q2
´ 1
vp1` |s|q2l´1 `
2lÿ
j“1
1
p1` |s|q2l´jvminpα,jq
¯
` }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q2
1
vp1` |s|qζ´1
ı
` |t|
vα
}φ}HαpR3q2
¯
,
(3.33)
for every t P R.
Proof: First we computeż t
0
eisHpAqipHpAqκ´κH0qe´isH0F´1W eix¨vνφ (3.34)
“
ż t
0
eisHpAqeix¨vνe´ix¨vνipHpAqκ´ κH0qF´1W eix¨vνe´ix¨vνFW e´isH0F´1W eix¨vνφ.
It follows from (2.22) that
FW e
˘itH0F´1W “ e˘itβpp
2`m2q1{2 . (3.35)
Notice that
pHpAqκ´ κH0qF´1W “
ˆ
0 0
ϑ 1pp2`m2q1{2 2κA0
˙
, (3.36)
where
ϑ “ ´ippp2κq ` 2pppκq ¨ pq ´ pp ¨Aqκ´ 2A ¨ ppκq ´ 2κA ¨ p` κA2 ´ κA20q. (3.37)
From (3.3) , (3.36) and the fact that pHpAqκ´ κH0qF´1W have only zeros in the first row follows
}e´ix¨vνpHpAqκ´ κH0qF´1W eix¨vν}LpL2pRnq‘L2pRnq,HpAqq ő C, (3.38)
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where C is a constant independent of vν.
We have that
eix¨vνe´ix¨vνpHpAqκ´ κH0qF´1W eix¨vν “
ˆ
0 0
0 eix¨vν
˙
e´ix¨vνpHpAqκ´ κH0qF´1W eix¨vν , (3.39)
and clearly ›››ˆ0 0
0 eix¨vν
˙›››
LpHpAq,HpAqq
“ 1. (3.40)
From Lemmata 3.30, 3.33 and from Eqs. (2.5), (2.9), (3.34)-(3.40), it follows that (see also (3.146) and see (2.15),
(2.22) and (3.3) )ż t
0
eisHpAqipHpAqκ´κH0qe´isH0F´1W eix¨vνφ (3.41)
“
ż t
0
eisHpAqeix¨vνi
ˆ
0 0
´ip2ppκq ¨ ν ´ 2κA ¨ νq 2κA0
˙
e´isβpv`ν¨pqφ
`O
´ ż |t|
0
ds
”
}φ}Hαxxy4l pR3q2
´ 1
vp1` |s|q2l´1 `
2lÿ
j“1
1
p1` |s|q2l´jvminpα,jq
¯
` }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q2
1
vp1` |s|qζ´1
ı
` |t|
vα
}φ}HαpR3q2
¯
.
Since φ is supported in Λκ,ν (see (2.32)), and using that e
isν¨p is a translation operator in L2pR2q, we prove thatˆ
0 0
´ip2ppκq ¨ ν ´ 2κA ¨ νq 2κA0
˙
e´isβpv`ν¨pqφ “ κ
ˆ
0 0
2iκA ¨ ν 2κA0
˙
e´isβpv`ν¨pqφ. (3.42)
Now we consider that, see (2.15), (2.22)
eisHpAqeix¨vνκi
ˆ
0 0
i2κA ¨ ν 2κA0
˙
“ eisHpAqκe´isH0F´1W eix¨vνe´ix¨vνFW e´isH0F´1W eix¨vνi
ˆ
0 0
i2κA ¨ ν 2κA0
˙
(3.43)
“ eisHpAqκe´isH0F´1W eix¨vν
“
e´ix¨vνe´isB0βeix¨vν
‰
i
ˆ
0 0
i2κA ¨ ν 2κA0
˙
,
where we use that F´1W
ˆ
0 0
X Y
˙
“
ˆ
0 0
X Y
˙
, for every matrix of the form
ˆ
0 0
X Y
˙
. We additionally use that
F´1W : L2pR3q2 Ñ H0 is unitary and that κ : H0 Ñ HpAq is bounded (actually κ is bounded from H1pR3q with values
in H1pΛq). Eqs. (2.5), (2.9), (3.41)-(3.43), (2.23), (3.3) and Lemma 3.32 imply, see also (3.146), (3.33).
LEMMA 3.9. Let ν P S2 and l P N, l ě ζ{2. Suppose that φ P H0xxy4lpR3q2 XHαpR3q2, α ą 0, is supported in Λκ,ν .
Let A “ pA0, Aq, with A P ApregqΦ pBq. Then, for every v ě v0 (see Lemma 3.26),›››”W˘pAq ´ eitHpAqκe´itH0ıF´1W eix¨vνφ›››HpAq ď C}φ}H0xxy4l pR3q2´ 11` |t|¯ζ´1 ` C}φ}HαpR3q2 1vα , (3.44)
for every t P R, such that ˘t ě 0.
Proof: We take, without loss of generality, the plus sign in W˘pAq. Set τ P C80 pR3; r0, 1sq be such that τpxq “ 1 for
|x| ď 12 and it vanishes for |x| ě 1. By Duhamel’s formula”
W`pAq ´ eitHpAqκe´itH0
ı
F´1W e
ix¨vντp16p{vqφ “
ż 8
t
eisHpAqipHpAqκ´ κH0qe´isH0F´1W eix¨vντp16p{vqφ (3.45)
“
ż 8
t
eisHpAqeix¨vνe´ix¨vνipHpAqκ´ κH0q
F´1W e
ix¨vνe´ix¨vνFW e´isH0F´1W e
ix¨vντp16p{vqφ.
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Using (3.35)-(3.40), it follows from Lemma 3.31 (see also (3.3), (2.5) and (2.9)) that for every l P N there is a constant
Cl such that›››e´ix¨vνipHpAqκ´ κH0qF´1W eix¨vνe´ix¨vνFW e´isH0F´1W eix¨vντp16p{vqφ›››HpAq (3.46)
ď Cl
”
}φ}H0xxy4l pR3q
´ 1
p1` |t|q2l
¯
` }φ}H0pR3q 1p1` |t|qζ
ı
,
for every v ą v0 (see Lemma 3.26), ν P S2, t ě 0, and every φ P H0xxy4lpR3q. Eq. (3.46) together with (3.146), (3.45)
and (3.40) imply the desired result.
l
LEMMA 3.10. Take ν P S2 and suppose that φ P H0xxy2pR3q2. Let A “ pA0, Aq, with A P ApregqΦ pBq. Then, for every
v ě v0 (see Lemma 3.26) and every t P Rż t
0
eisHpAqκe´isH0F´1W e
ix¨vνiZApt, vν, κq φds “
ż t
0
eisHpAqκe´isH0F´1W e
ix¨vνiWApt, ν, κqφds`O
´1
v
¯
}φ}H0xxy4 pR3q2 ,
(3.47)
recall Definition 2.7.
Proof: We define
Z 1 “
ˆ´κA0 iκA ¨ ν
iκA ¨ ν κA0
˙
, W 1 “
ˆ
κA0 ´iκA ¨ ν
iκA ¨ ν κA0
˙
(3.48)
as Z 1 anti-commutes with β and W 1 commutes with β,
ZAps, vν, κqφ “ pWAps, ν, κq ` e2isβveisβν¨pZ 1e´isβν¨pqφ. (3.49)
We plug (3.49) in the left-hand side of (3.47) and estimate the term corresponding to the second term in (3.49) using
an integration by parts:ż t
0
eisHpAqκe´isH0F´1W e
ix¨vν i e2isβveisβν¨pZ 1e´isβν¨pφ (3.50)
“eisHpAqκe´isH0F´1W eix¨vνip2iβvq´1e2isβveisβν¨pZ 1e´isβν¨pφ
ˇˇˇˇt
0
´
ż t
0
p BBse
isHpAqκe´isH0qF´1W eix¨vνip2iβvq´1e2isβveisβν¨pZ 1e´isβν¨pφ
´
ż t
0
eisHpAqκe´isH0F´1W e
ix¨vνp2iβvq´1ie2isβvp BBse
isβν¨pZ 1e´isβν¨pqφ
“O
´1
v
¯
}φ}H0xxy4 pR3q2 .
To justify the last line in Eq. (3.50), we notice that following the procedure of the proof of Corollary 3.28, using
Remark 3.27, we prove that there is an integrable function hpsq such that }Z 1e´isβν¨p φ}pL2pRnqq2 `ř3i“1 }p BBxiZ 1q
e´isβν¨p φ}pL2pRnqq2 ő hpsq}φ}H0xxy4 pR3q2 . We additionally notice that p
B
Bse
isHpAq κe´isH0q F´1W eix¨vν : L2pR3q2 Ñ HpAq
is bounded, independently of s and vν. Eqs. (3.48)-(3.50) imply (3.47). l
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THEOREM 3.11. Set ν P S2 and l P N, l ě ζ{2. Suppose that φ P H2xxy4lpR3q2is supported in Λκ,ν . Let A “ pA0, Aq,
with A P ApregqΦ pBq. Then, for every v ě v0 (see Lemma 3.26) and every t P R
eitHpAqκe´itH0F´1W e
ix¨vνφ “κF´1W eix¨vνei
şt
0
WApr,ν,κqdrφ (3.51)
`O
´ ż |t|
0
ds
”
}φ}H2xxy4l pR3q2
´ 1
vp1` |s|q2l´1 `
2lÿ
j“1
1
p1` |s|q2l´jvminp2,jq
¯
` }φ}H2pR3q2 1vp1` |s|qζ´1
ı
` v ` |t|
v2
}φ}H2xxy4 pR3q2
¯
. (3.52)
Proof: By Duhamel’s formula
eitHpAqκe´itH0F´1W e
ix¨vνφ´ κF´1W eix¨vνei
şt
0
drWApr,ν,κqφ (3.53)
“
´
eitHpAqκe´itH0F´1W e
ix¨vνe´i
şt
0
drWApr,ν,κq ´ κF´1W eix¨vν
¯
ei
şt
0
drWApr,ν,κqφ
“
ż t
0
ds
”
eisHpAqipHpAqκ´ κH0qe´isH0F´1W eix¨vνφps, tq
´ eisHpAqκe´isH0F´1W eix¨vνiWAps, ν, κqφps, tq
ı
,
where
φps, tq “ ei
şt
s
drWApr,ν,κqφ. (3.54)
The desired result follows from Lemmata 3.8 and 3.10 and Eq. (3.53), using that there is a constant C such that
}φps, tq}H2xxy4l pR3q2 ď C}φ}H2xxy4l pR3q2 . (3.55)
l
LEMMA 3.12. Let ν P S2. Suppose that φ P H0xxy2ζ pR3q2 is supported in Λκ,ν . Let A “ pA0, Aq, with A P AΦpBq.
Then
›››`ei ş˘80 WApr,ν,κq ´ ei ş˘t0 WApr,ν,κq˘φ›››
L2pR3q2
ď Cp1` |t|qζ´1 }φ}H0xxy2ζ pR3q2 , (3.56)
for t ě 0.
Proof: We take the plus sign. Let χt be the characteristic function of the ball in R3 of radius t and center 0. Set
φt “ χt{2φ and φt “ 1´ φt. It is clear that
}φt}L2pR3q2 ď Cp1` |t|qζ }φ}H0xxy2ζ pR3q2, (3.57)
for some constant C. By Duhamel’s formula and (3.57),›››`ei ş80 WApr,ν,κq ´ ei şt0WApr,ν,κq˘φ›››
L2pR3q2
ď
››› ż 8
t
WApr, ν, κqφt
›››
L2pR3q2
`
››› ż 8
t
WApr, ν, κqφt
›››
L2pR3q2
(3.58)
ď
››› ż 8
t
WApr, ν, κqφt
›››
L2pR3q2
` Cp1` |t|qζ´1 }φ}H0xxyζ pR3q2 .
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Next we notice, see (2.44) and (3.48), that
WApr, ν, κqφt “ eirβν¨pW 1e´irβν¨pφt. (3.59)
As e´irβν¨pφt is supported in the union of the balls or radius t{2 and centers rν and ´rν, the result follows from (2.5)
and (2.6) (see also (3.58) and (3.59)).
l
LEMMA 3.13. Set ν P S2. Suppose that φ, ψ P H1pR3q2 are supported in Λκ,ν . Let A “ pA0, Aq, with A P ApregqΦ pBq.
Then, for every v ě v0 (see Lemma 3.26)
ˇˇˇ
xκF´1W eix¨vνφ , κF´1W eix¨vνψyHpAq ´ xκφ, κψyL2pRnq2
ˇˇˇ
ď C 1
v
}ψ}H1pR3q2}φ}L2pR3q2 . (3.60)
Proof: Take
φ “ `φ1, φ2˘ , ψ “ `ψ1, ψ2˘ . (3.61)
It follows that
xκF´1W eix¨vνφ, κF´1W eix¨vνψyHpAq “xBpAqκpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνφ1, BpAqκpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνψ1yL2pR3q (3.62)
` xκφ2, κψ2yL2pR3q,
thus, is it enough to prove thatˇˇˇ
xBpAq2κpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνφ1, κpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνψ1yL2pR3q ´ xκφ1, κψ1yL2pR3q
ˇˇˇ
ď C 1
v
}ψ}H1pR3q2}φ}L2pR3q2 .
It is clear that
xBpAq2κpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνφ1, κpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνψ1yL2pR3q
“xe´ix¨vνpiϑpp2 `m2q´1{2qeix¨vνφ1, κppp` vνq2 `m2q´1{2ψ1yL2pR3q
` xκppp` vνq2 `m2q1{2φ1, κppp` vνq2 `m2q´1{2ψ1yL2pR3q,
where ϑ is defined in (3.37).
We notice that }e´ix¨vνpϑpp2 `m2q´1{2qeix¨vν}LpL2pR3qq ő C (independently of vν) and, furthermore,›››`pp` vνq2 `m2˘´1{2pp2 ` 1q´1{2pp2 ` 1q1{2ψ1›››
L2pR3q
ď C 1
v
}ψ1}H1pR3q. (3.63)
We obtain:
xBpAq2κpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνφ1, κpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνψ1yL2pR3q (3.64)
“xκppp` vνq2 `m2q1{2φ1, κppp` vνq2 `m2q´1{2ψ1yL2pR3q
`O
´1
v
¯
}ψ1}H1pR3q}φ1}L2pR3q
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Set ς :“ 1´ κ2. The commutator rppp` vνq2 `m2q1{2, ςs “ rppp` vνq2 `m2q1{2, κ2s “ e´ix¨νvrppp2 `m2q1{2, ςseix¨νv
is bounded if and only if rpp2 `m2q1{2, ςs is bounded. The latter is an integral operator in momentum space. The
kernel of this operator is
p2piq´3pςpp´ qq´pp2 `m2q1{2 ´ pq2 `m2q1{2¯,
from which it is easy to see that
}rppp` vνq2 `m2q1{2, κ2s}LpL2pR3qq “ }rpp2 `m2q1{2, κ2s}LpL2pR3qq ő C (3.65)
where C does not depend on vν.
From (3.63), (3.64) and (3.65) we get
xBpAq2κpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνφ1, κpp2 `m2q´1{2eix¨vνψ1yL2pR3q “ xκφ1, κψ1y `O
´1
v
¯
}ψ1}H1pR3q}φ1}L2pR3q. (3.66)
Finally, (3.60) is obtained from (3.62) and (3.66).
l
THEOREM 3.14. Set ν P S2 and l P N, l ě ζ{2, l ě 2. Suppose that φ, ψ P H2xxy4lpR3q2 are supported in Λκ,ν . Let
A “ pA0, Aq, with A P ApregqΦ pBq. Then
xe´ix¨vνFWSpAqF´1W eix¨vνφ , ψyL2pR3q2 “xe´i
ş8
´8WApr,ν,κqdrφ , ψyL2pR3q2 (3.67)
` }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q2}ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q2
$’’&’’%
O
´
v1´ζ ` 1v
¯
if ζ ‰ 2
O
´
lnpvq
v
¯
if ζ “ 2.
(3.68)
Proof: We assume, without loss of generality, that v ě v0 (see Lemma 3.26). Using Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.11 we
obtain
xe´ix¨vνFWSpAqF´1W eix¨vνφ , ψyL2pR3q2 “xW´pAqF´1W eix¨vνφ ,W`pAqF´1W eix¨vνψyHpAq
“xe´itHpAqκeitH0F´1W eix¨vνφ , eitHpAqκe´itH0F´1W eix¨vνψyHpAq
` }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q2}ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q2O
´` 1
1` |t|
˘ζ´1 ` 1
v2
¯
“xκF´1W eix¨vνei
ş´t
0
WApr,ν,κqdrφ , κF´1W e
ix¨vνei
şt
0
WApr,ν,κqdrψyHpAq
` }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q2}ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q2
!
O
´` 1
1` |t|
˘ζ´1 ` 1
v2
¯
`O
´ ż |t|
0
ds
”´ 1
vp1` |s|q2l´1 `
2lÿ
j“1
1
p1` |s|q2l´jvminp2,jq
¯
` 1
vp1` |s|qζ´1
ı
` v ` |t|
v2
¯)
“xκF´1W eix¨vνei
ş´t
0
WApr,ν,κqdrφ , κF´1W e
ix¨vνei
şt
0
WApr,ν,κqdrψyHpAq
` }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q2}ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q2
$’’&’’%
O
´
v1´ζ ` 1v
¯
if ζ ‰ 2
O
´
lnpvq
v
¯
if ζ “ 2,
(3.69)
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where we select |t| “ v, after integration, and we use that l ě 2. Eq. (3.69), Lemma 3.13 and Lemma 3.12 (taking
|t| “ v) imply that
xe´ix¨vνFWSpAqF´1W eix¨vνφ , ψyL2pR3q2 “xei
ş´t
0
WApr,ν,κqdrφ , ei
şt
0
WApr,ν,κqdrψyL2pRq2 (3.70)
` }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q}ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q
$’’&’’%
O
´
v1´ζ ` 1v
¯
if ζ ‰ 2
O
´
lnpvq
v
¯
if ζ “ 2
“xei
ş´8
0
WApr,ν,κqdrφ , ei
ş8
0
WApr,ν,κqdrψyL2pRq2 (3.71)
` }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q}ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q
$’’&’’%
O
´
v1´ζ ` 1v
¯
if ζ ‰ 2
O
´
lnpvq
v
¯
if ζ “ 2.
(3.72)
l
REMARK 3.15. In the proof of Theorem 3.14 we use high-momenta asymptotic formulas for the wave operators,
which are deduced in Eq. (3.69). We actually prove:
›››W´pAqF´1W eix¨vνφ´ κF´1W eix¨vνei ş´80 WApr,ν,κqdrφ›››HpAq “ }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q
$’’&’’%
O
´
v1´ζ ` 1v
¯
if ζ ‰ 2
O
´
lnpvq
v
¯
if ζ “ 2
, (3.73)
›››W`pAqF´1W eix¨vνψ ´ κF´1W eix¨vνei ş80 WApr,ν,κqdrψ›››HpAq “ }ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q
$’’&’’%
O
´
v1´ζ ` 1v
¯
if ζ ‰ 2
O
´
lnpvq
v
¯
if ζ “ 2
.
3.4.2 High Momenta Limit for the Scattering Operator: General Magnetic Potentials (Proof of The-
orem 2.8)
In this section we prove our main results: We give a high-momenta expression for the scattering operator, with error
bounds. This formula is the content of Theorem 2.8. Our formula is used in Sections 3.5 and 3.6 to reconstruct
important information from the potentials and the magnetic field.
Proof of Theorem 2.8 Eq. (3.31) implies that SpAq “ SpA˜q for a regular magnetic potential A˜ P AregΦ pBq. Note
that A˜ always exists, by Remark 2.4, and furthermore, there is λ with A´ A˜ “ ∇λ. In fact λ is given by (2.11), from
which we deduced in the lines below (2.13) that λ8 is constant. This implies that
e´i
ş8
´8WApr,ν,κqdr “ e´i
ş8
´8WA˜pr,ν,κqdr. (3.74)
It follows from (2.23)-(2.27) and (2.44) that
WApt, vν, κq “eitβpν¨pq
´
κA0pxq ´ κA ¨ νpxqβ
¯
e´itβpν¨pq (3.75)
“Q´1
ˆ
κA0px` νtq ´ κA ¨ νpx` νtq 0
0 κA0px´ νtq ` κA ¨ νpx´ νtq
˙
Q,
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and therefore
e´i
ş8
´8WApr,vν,κqdrφ “Q´1
˜
ei
ş8
´8 drκpA¨ν´A0qpx`rνq 0
0 e´i
ş8
´8 drκpA¨ν`A0qpx´rνq
¸
Qφ
“Q´1
˜
ei
ş8
´8 drpA¨ν´A0qpx`rνq 0
0 e´i
ş8
´8 drpA¨ν`A0qpx`rνq
¸
Qφ. (3.76)
The desired result follows from Theorem 3.14 and Eqs. (3.74) and (3.76).
l
3.5 Inverse-Scattering Reconstruction Method
3.5.1 Proof of Theorem 2.10
Set y P ΛRec. Suppose that Py is a two-dimensional plane Py such that y ` Py Ă κ´1pt1uq˝, for some function
κ P C8pR3q satisfying (2.5) and the text above it (see Definition 2.9 and Remark 2.11).
Theorem 2.8 implies that the scattering operator uniquely determines
A˜
ei
ş8
´8 drpA¨ν´A0qpx`rνq 0
0 e´i
ş8
´8 drpA¨ν`A0qpx`rνq
¸
φ, ψ
E
L2pR3q2
. (3.77)
Here we suppose that φ, ψ P H2xxy4lpR3q2 (l P N, l ě ζ{2, l ě 2) are supported in Bpy; δq ` Py, for some small enough
δ such that Bpy; δq ` Py Ă κ´1pt1uq˝. Selecting conveniently φ and ψ we obtain that the scattering matrix uniquely
determines
e´2i
ş
L
A “
´
ei
ş8
´8 drpA¨ν´A0qpx`rνq
¯´1
e´i
ş8
´8 drpA¨ν`A0qpx`rνq (3.78)
e´i
ş
L
2A0 “ei
ş8
´8 drpA¨ν´A0qpx`rνqe´i
ş8
´8 drpA¨ν`A0qpx`rνq,
for every line L Ă y ` Py. Here the integral in the first equality denotes an integral of the 1-form A and the one in
the second denotes a scalar integral with respect to the Lebesgue measure in the line L. Denote by RpA0qpx, νq “ş8
´8A0px`τνqdτ . Eq. (3.78) implies that there exists an integer-valued function npx, νq such that 2Rpx, νq`2pinpx, νq
can be recovered from the scattering operator, for every x, ν such that x` Rν Ă y ` Py. As R is continuous, then n
can be taken to be constant. The decay properties of A0 determine the value of n. Therefore we determine R from
the scattering operator. As R describes a Radon transform, inverting this transform we can uniquely reconstruct A0
in y`Py. The full details of this procedure, as well as the reconstruction of the magnetic field, are carefully presented
Theorem 6.3 in [4]. Using Theorem 6.3 in [4] we conclude that A0pzq and Bpzq can be uniquely reconstructed from
(3.78), for every z P y ` Py.
l
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3.6 The Aharonov-Bohm Effect
In this section we assume that B “ 0 and A0 “ 0, i.e., that the electromagnetic field vanishes in Λ. The hypothesis
A0 “ 0 is assumed for convenience, in the spirit of the Aharonov-Bohm effect. Nevertheless some results are also
valid for A0 ‰ 0. In Section 3.6.3 we explain the corresponding results. The results in this section are pretty much
the same as the analogous achievements for the non-relativistic case in [4]. We follow the lines of [4], Section 7,
omitting repeated proofs. However, we must present again some notation, already introduced [4], to help the reader
to understand the statements of our results. In the case that A0 ‰ 0, notable differences between the relativistic and
the non-relativistic cases hold true, see Section 3.6.3.
3.6.1 Theorem 2.12 and Applications
Proof of Theorem 2.12 It follows from Theorem 2.8, (3.76) and the proof of Theorem 7.1 in [4]. l
Applications
REMARK 3.16. Theorem 2.12 implies that from the high-momenta limit (2.46) for vˆ and wˆ we can reconstruct
the fluxes ż
α
A
for any closed curve α such that there is a surface (or chain) S in Λ with BS “ α ´ γpx, y, vˆ, wˆq, because by Stokes’
theorem
ż
α
A “
ż
γpx,y,vˆ,wˆq
A`
ż
S
B “
ż
γpx,y,vˆ,wˆq
A,
since B “ 0. We recall that (see [15], page 47) H1pΛ;Rq represents the first group of singular homology of Λ with
coefficients in R. As the coefficients are in R it is, actually, a vector space. We, furthermore, recall that H1de RpΛq
represents the de Rahm cohomology group in Λ, see [23].
REMARK 3.17. As γpx, y, vˆ, wˆq is a cycle, the homology class rγpx, y, vˆ, wˆqsH1pΛ;Rq is well defined.
We denote by
H1,recpΛ;Rq :“
@ rγpx, y, vˆ, wˆqsH1pΛ;Rq : Lpx, vˆq Y Lpx, wˆq Ă Λ(D , (3.79)
where xOy denotes the vector space generated by O. H1,recpΛ;Rq is a vector subspace of H1pΛ;Rq. Let us denote
by H1de R, recpΛq the vector subspace of H1de RpΛq that is the dual to H1,recpΛ;Rq, given by de Rham’s theorem
(Theorem 4.17, p. 154 of [23]). Then, for all Φ and all A P AΦp0q, from the high-momenta limit (2.46) known for all
vˆ, wˆ we reconstruct the projection of A into H1de R, recpΛq modulo 2pi, as we now show. Let!
rσjsH1,recpΛ;Rq
)m
j“1
,
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be a basis of H1,recpΛ;Rq, and let "
rAjsH1
de R, rec
pΛq
*m
j“1
,
be the dual basis, i.e.,
ż
σj
Ak “ δj,k, j, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m.
Let us denote by Prec the projector onto H
1
de R, recpΛq. Hence, for any A P AΦp0q
Prec rAsH1
de R
pΛq “
mÿ
j“1
λjrAjsH1
de R, rec
pΛq,
and, furthermore, as
λj “
ż
σj
A,
we reconstruct λj , j “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m (modulo 2pi ) from the high-momenta limit (2.46) known for all vˆ, wˆ.
l
3.6.2 Theorem 2.13
In this section we prove Theorem 2.13. This theorem is stated again in Theorem 3.23. We give additionally precise
(explicit) definitions of the sets
 
Λh
(
hPI , Λout and the numbers
 
Fh
(
hPI , stated in Theorem 2.13. We start by
introducing some notations.
Below we give a definition of when a line Lpx, vˆq (see (2.47)) goes through holes of K. Take r ą 0 such that
K Ă Bp0; rq. Suppose that Lpx, vˆq Ă Λ, and Lpx, vˆq XBp0; rq ‰ H. We denote by cpx, vˆq the curve consisting of the
segment Lpx, vˆqXBp0; rq and an arc on BBp0; rq that connects the points Lpx, vˆqXBBp0; rq. We orient cpx, vˆq in such
a way that the segment of straight line has the orientation of vˆ. See Figure 2.
DEFINITION 3.18 (Definition 7.4 in [4]). A line Lpx, vˆq Ă Λ goes through holes of K if Lpx, vˆqXBp0; rq ‰ H and
rcpx, vˆqsH1pΛ;Rq ‰ 0. Otherwise we say that Lpx, vˆq does not go through holes of K.
DEFINITION 3.19 (Definition 7.5 in [4]). Two lines Lpx, vˆq, Lpy, wˆq Ă Λ that go through holes of K go through
the same holes if rcpx, vˆqsH1pΛ;Rq “ ˘rcpy, wˆqsH1pΛ;Rq. Furthermore, we say that the lines go through the same holes
in the same direction if rcpx, vˆqsH1pΛ;Rq “ rcpy, wˆqsH1pΛ;Rq.
DEFINITION 3.20. For any vˆ P S2 we denote by Λvˆ,out the set of points x P Λvˆ such that Lpx, vˆq does not go
through holes of K. We call this set the region without holes of Λvˆ. The holes of Λvˆ is the set Λvˆ,in :“ ΛvˆzΛvˆ,out.
We define the following equivalence relation on Λvˆ,in. We say that xRvˆy if, and only if, Lpx, vˆq and Lpy, vˆq go
through the same holes and in the same direction. By rxs we designate the classes of equivalence under Rvˆ.
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We denote by tΛvˆ,huhPI the partition of Λvˆ,in given by this equivalence relation. It is defined as follows.
I :“ trxsuxPΛ
vˆ,in
.
Given h P I there is x P Λvˆ,in such that h “ rxs. We denote,
Λvˆ,h :“ ty P Λvˆ,in : yRvˆxu.
Then,
Λvˆ,in “
ď
hPI
Λvˆ,h, Λvˆ,h1 X Λvˆ,h2 “ H, h1 ‰ h2.
We call Λvˆ,h the holes h of K in the direction of vˆ. Note that
tΛvˆ,huhPI Y tΛv,outu (3.80)
is an open disjoint cover of Λvˆ.
DEFINITION 3.21. For any Φ, A P AΦp0q, vˆ P S2, and h P I we define,
Fh :“
ż
cpx,vˆq
A,
where x is any point in Λvˆ,h. Note that Fh is independent the x P Λvˆ,h that we choose. Fh is the flux of the magnetic
field over any surface (or chain) in R3 whose boundary is cpx, vˆq. We call Fh the magnetic flux on the holes h of K.
Let us take φ P H2xxy4lpR3q2 as in Theorem 2.8. We suppose, furthermore, that it is compactly supported. Then,
since (3.80) is a disjoint open cover of Λvˆ,
φ “
ÿ
hPI
ϕh ` ϕout, (3.81)
with ϕh, ϕout P H2xxy4lpR3q2, ϕh has compact support in Λvˆ,h, h P I, and ϕout has compact support in Λvˆ,out. The
sum is finite because φ has compact support. We denote, for v P R3zt0u with v{|v| “ vˆ,
φv :“ eiv¨xφ, ϕh,v :“ eiv¨xϕh, ϕout,v :“ eiv¨xϕout.
REMARK 3.22. We remark that for every flux Φ there exists a compactly supported Cα-vector potential A˜ P AΦp0q.
This holds true for the following reason: Take any C8 gauge A P AΦp0q (for example the Coulomb Gauge). Take any
C8 bounded domain D containing K such that R3zD is simply connected. Set x0 P Dc and define
λpxq “
ż
Cx0,x
A, (3.82)
where Cx0,x is any C
8 curve connecting x0 with x in Dc. We extend λ to a Cα function λ¯ defined in R3. We take
finally
A˜pxq “ Apxq ´∇λpxq, x P Λ. (3.83)
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THEOREM 3.23. Set φ, ψ P Hαxxy4lpR3q2 as in Theorem 2.8, with φ compactly supported. For every A P AΦp0q
xUSpAqU´1 φv, ψvy “
A ˆř
hPI
ˆ
eiFh 0
0 e´iFh
˙
ϕv,h ` ϕout,v
˙
, ψv
E
(3.84)
`O ` 1v ˘ }φ}H2xxy4l pR3q}ψ}H2xxy4l pR3q.
Proof: Set A˜ P AΦp0q be of class C2, compactly supported, such that A “ A˜ ` ∇λ, for some scalar function λ (see
(2.10) and Remark 3.22). Eq. (3.31) implies that SpAq “ SpA˜q, with A “ p0, A˜q. Then the desired result follows
from Theorem 2.8, and the proof of Theorem 7.11 in [4]. Note that since A˜ is of compact support the error term in
Theorem 2.8 is of order O
`
1
v
˘
.
COROLLARY 3.24. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.23, the high-momenta limit (3.84) of SpAq in a single
direction vˆ uniquely determines the fluxes Fh, h P I, modulo 2pi.
Proof: The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3.23.
3.6.3 The Case A0 ‰ 0
Taking A0 ‰ 0 does not change substantially our reasoning. The results in Theorem 2.12 and Remarks 3.16 and 3.17
are deduced from the fact that the scattering operator uniquely determines
e´i
ş8
´8 A¨νpx`rνq, (3.85)
which in our case holds true only when A0 “ 0. However, if A0 ‰ 0, we can recover
e´i
ş8
´8 2A¨νpx`rνq, (3.86)
see (3.78). Then if we substitute A by 2A in Theorem 2.12 and Remarks 3.16 and 3.17 we obtain the same results, for
A0 ‰ 0. Some care has to be taken while considering the function κ as in (2.5), it essentially amounts to substitute
K by κ´1pt1uqc. We remark that the factor of 2 signifies a notable difference from the non-relativistic case, in which
this factor is not present, see [4].
Theorem 3.23 gives a very simple formula for the high-momenta limit of the scattering operator in terms of
magnetic fluxes. However, this simple formula is not anymore valid if A0 ‰ 0, because in this case a factors of the from
e˘i
ş`8
´8 A0px`τνqdτ must be present, see (3.77). This is also an important difference with respect to the non-relativistic
case, in which the corresponding Theorem 3.23 is valid for A0 ‰ 0, see Theorem 7.11 in [4].
3.7 Some Technicalities: Stationary Phase Arguments
In quantum mechanics the free evolution of particles follows the classical evolution up to some error. The probability
of finding the particle in a certain region enclosing the classical trajectory can be estimated. The accuracy of finding
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the particle close to the place where the classical particle would be depends on the wave packet spreading. These
intuitive statements can be made precise by stationary phase arguments. Suppose for example that the free energy is
given by the relativistic energy B0 “ pp2 `m2q1{2 and the initial state is a wave function φ P SpR3q whose Fourier
transform is localized close to p0. The evolution of the particle at time t is
pe´itB0φqpxq “ 1p2piq3{2
ż
eipx¨p´tpp
2`m2q1{2qpφppqdp. (3.87)
Since (3.87) is an oscillatory integral, the bigger contribution is concentrated on the stationary points, i.e., the points
on which the gradient in p of the exponent vanishes:
∇ppx ¨ p´ tpp2 `m2q1{2q “ 0. (3.88)
If the support of φˆ is contained in a small ball around p0, this happens when
x » t p0pp20 `m2q1{2
, (3.89)
which is the description of the classical (relativistic) free trajectory with velocity p0pp20`m2q1{2 .
This motivates the following definition that associates the (relativistic) velocity to the momentum.
DEFINITION 3.25. [Velocity Function] We denote by v : R3 ÞÑ R3,
vppq :“ ppp2 `m2q1{2 , (3.90)
the function that associates to each momentum p the corresponding velocity.
If the particle is initially localized (at time t “ 0), to a good a approximation, in the ball B`0; |t|r0{2˘, for some
r0 P p0, 12 |x0|q and x0 P R3zt0u, and the possible velocities are restricted (approximately) to a ball Bpx0; r0q then, at
a time t, the particle is localized, to a good a approximation, in the set Bp0; |t|r0{2q ` tBpx0; r0q (the initial position
plus the time times the velocity). This is the content of the next Lemma, which is based on Theorem XI.14 in [21]
(see also Lemma 2.1 in [24]).
LEMMA 3.26. Take x0 P R3zt0u, r0 P p0, 12 |x0|q and f P SpR3q be such that v
`
supppfq˘ Ă Bpx0; r0q. For every
l P N there is a constant Cl such that›››χ`
Bp0;|t|r0{2q`tBpx0;r0q
˘c ¨ e´itB0fppqχ
B
`
0;|t|r0{2
˘››› ď Clp1` |t|q´l. (3.91)
Moreover, let τ P C80 pR3; r0, 1sq be such that τpxq “ 1 for |x| ď 12 and it vanishes for |x| ě 1. There exists v0 ą 0 and
a constant Cl, for every l P N, such that›››χBpνt;|t|{2qc ¨ e´itB0τ´16pp´ vνqv ¯χBp0;|t|{8q››› ď Clp1` |t|q´l, (3.92)
for every ν P S2 and every v ě v0.
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Proof: Let φ P SpR3q. Using the Fourier transform we get
”
e´itB0fppqχ
B
`
0;|t|r0{2
˘φıpxq “ 1p2piq3
ż
dyχ
B
`
0;|t|r0{2
˘φpyq ż dpeirpx´yq¨p´tpp2`m2q1{2sfppq. (3.93)
We denote by
utpx, yq “
ż
dpeirpx´yq¨p´tpp
2`m2q1{2sfppq. (3.94)
The characteristic function in (3.91) constrains the values of x, y to satisfy
y P B`0; |t|r0{2˘, x R Bp0; |t|r0{2q ` tBpx0; r0q. (3.95)
The Corollary to Theorem XI.14 in [21] implies that for every d P N there is a constant cd such that, for x and y
satisfying (3.95),
|utpx, yq| ď cd 1p1` |t| ` |x´ y|qd . (3.96)
For |x| ě |t|r0 ě 2|y| we bound
1
p1` |t| ` |x´ y|qd ď
2d
p1` |t| ` |x|qd . (3.97)
and for |x| ă |t|r0
1
p1` |t| ` |x´ y|qd ď
1
p1` |t|qd . (3.98)
Eqs. (3.93)-(3.98) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality imply that there is a constant c˜d such thatˇˇˇ”
e´itB0fppqχ
B
`
0;|t|r0{2
˘φıpxqˇˇˇ ď c˜d|t|3{2” 1p1` |t| ` |x|qd ` χBp0;|t|r0qp1` |t|qd ı, (3.99)
for x satisfying (3.95). A suitable election of d, the triangle inequality and (3.99) imply (3.91).
Eq. (3.92) follows from (3.91) taking
fv,ν ” f “ τ
´16pp´ vνq
v
¯
. (3.100)
The necessary hypotheses for (3.91) are fulfilled for big v, taking r0 “ 1{4 and x0 sufficiently close to ν to have
χ`
Bp0;|t|r0{2q`tBpx0;r0q
˘c ¨ χBpνt;|t|{2qc “ χBpνt;|t|{2qc. (3.101)
The fact that the constants are independent of ν and v follows from (3.93)-(3.101) changing the variable of integration
p in (3.93) by z “ 16pp´vνqv and replacing x´ y by v16 px´ yq and t by v16 t:
|utpx, yq| “
´ v
16
¯3 ˇˇˇ ż
dz exp
”
i
“`px´ yqv{16˘ ¨ z ´ ptv{16qpz2 ` 32z ¨ ν ` 162 ` p16
v
mq2q1{2‰ıτpzqˇˇˇ. (3.102)
Then we apply the proof of the Corollary to Theorem XI.14 in [21]. We point out that τ is independent of ν and v.
Notice that we can assume that |t| ě 1 because the left hand sides of (3.91) and (3.92) are bounded (we take also
v0 ě 1).
l
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REMARK 3.27. The same conclusions of Lemma 3.26 hold true if we substitute B0 by ν ¨ p in (3.91) and (3.92).
Actually, although same proof can be applied, in this case the analysis is much simpler because e´itν¨p is a translation
operator in position: ›››χ`
Bp0;|t|r0{2q`tBpx0;r0q
˘c ¨ e´itν¨pfppqχ
B
`
0;|t|r0{2
˘››› ď Clp1` |t|q´l, (3.103)›››χBpνt;|t|{2qc ¨ e´itν¨pτ´16pp´ vνqv ¯χBp0;|t|{8q››› ď Clp1` |t|q´l. (3.104)
We only prove (3.103): Let φ P SpR3q. Using the Fourier transform we get”
e´itν¨pfppqχ
B
`
0;|t|r0{2
˘φıpxq “ 1p2piq3
ż
dyχ
B
`
0;|t|r0{2
˘φpyq ż dpeirpx´yq¨p´tν¨psfppq. (3.105)
We denote by
utpx, yq “
ż
dpeirpx´yq¨p´tν¨psfppq. (3.106)
The characteristic function in (3.103) constrains the values of x, y to satisfy
y P B`0; |t|r0{2˘, x R Bp0; |t|r0{2q ` tBpx0; r0q. (3.107)
The Corollary to Theorem XI.14 in [21] implies that for every d P N there is a constant cd such that, for x and y
satisfying (3.95),
|utpx, yq| ď cd 1p1` |t| ` |x´ y|qd . (3.108)
We finish the proof following (3.97)-(3.99).
COROLLARY 3.28. Suppose that V : R3 Ñ C is such that
|V pxq| ď C 1p1` |x|qαV (3.109)
for some αV ą 0. Let φ P SpR3q be such that fφˆ “ φˆ for some f satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 3.26. Then there
is a constant C such that
}V eitB0φ} ď C
´ 1
1` |t|
¯αV
, t P R. (3.110)
Proof: The result is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.26 writing V “
´
χ`
Bp0;|t|r0{2q`tBpx0;r0q
˘`χ`
Bp0;|t|r0{2q`tBpx0;r0q
˘c¯V
and φ “ fppqφ “ fppq
”
χ
B
`
0;|t|r0{2
˘ ` χ
B
`
0;|t|r0{2
˘cıφ.
l
3.7.1 Stationary Phase Arguments for High-Momenta
In this section we prove most of the technical results needed to derive the main achievements in this paper, which are
stated and proved in Section 3.4. We estimate time evolution of relativistic particles, as explained at the beginning
of Section 3.7, with the particularity that the particles we consider are very energetic. Then they behave as classical
particles moving in a ballistic way, up to an error bound. More precisely, we can substitute the relativistic evolution
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e´it
`
pp`vνq2`m2
˘1{2
by a translation operator e´itpv`ν¨pq, which represents a classical free evolution with velocity ν.
Here }ν} “ 1; this is in agreement with the election of our units system in which the speed of light is set to 1.
First we stress the following simple remark. We give the proof because it is used repeatedly in this paper, although it
is elementary.
REMARK 3.29. There is a constant C such that›››“e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2 ´ e´itpv`ν¨pq‰φ››› ď C |t|
v
}φ}H2pR3q, (3.111)
and ›››››ˇˇˇ 1`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2
ˇˇˇ
φ
››››› ď C 1v ›››φ}H1pR3q, (3.112)
for every v ą 0, ν P S2, t P R and φ P H2pR3q. Furthermore, for every α, l P N there is a constant Cl such that›››››ˇˇˇ p` vν`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 ´ ν
ˇˇˇl
φ
››››› ď Cl´1v¯minpα,lq}φ}HαpR3q, (3.113)
for every v ą 0, ν P S2, and φ P HαpR3q.
Proof: Using the fundamental theorem of calculus we find that |eia ´ aib| “ |1 ´ eib´ia| “ | şb´a
0
eiτdτ | ď |b ´ a|; for
every real numbers a, b. This implies Eq. (3.111), since for p P R3›››“e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2 ´ e´itpv`ν¨pq‰xpy´2››› ď C |t|
v
, (3.114)
that is a consequence of the next calculation:ˇˇˇ`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 ´ pv ` ν ¨ pqˇˇˇxpy´2 “ ˇˇˇˇˇ p2 `m2 ´ pν ¨ pq2`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 ` pv ` ν ¨ pq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇxpy´2. (3.115)
We estimate (3.115) separately for |p| ă v{2 and |p| ě v{2. For |p| ě v{2 we use the left hand side of (3.115) taking
advantage of xpy´2. For |p| ă v{2 we estimate the right hand side, taking into account that the denominator is
bounded from below by v{2 and that
ˇˇˇ
p2 `m2 ´ pν ¨ pq2
ˇˇˇ
xpy´2 is uniformly bounded.
Now we prove (3.113). We proceed as before taking p P R3 instead of p. We write φ “ xpy´αxpyαφ. For |p| ě v{2 we
take advantage of xpy´α as before. For |p| ă v{2 we useˇˇˇˇ
ˇ p` vν`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 ´ ν
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ p`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
´`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 ´ pv ` ν ¨ pq¯ν`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (3.116)
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pν ¨ pqν`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
and (3.115), without the factor xpy´2. Notice that in this case
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ p2 `m2 ´ pν ¨ pq2`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 ` pv ` ν ¨ pq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď |p|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ v`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 ` pv ` ν ¨ pq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ`m ď Cp|p| ` 1q,
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for some constant C. Using similar techniques we prove Eq. (3.112).
l
LEMMA 3.30. Let τ P C80 pR3; r0, 1sq be such that τpxq “ 1 for |x| ď 12 and it vanishes for |x| ě 1. Let h : R3 ÞÑ R
satisfy
|hpxq| ď C
´ 1
1` |x|
¯ζ
, (3.117)
for some ζ ą 1 and some constant C. Take f P C8pRnq bounded with all derivatives bounded. For every α, l P N with
α ě 2 there is a constant Cl such that›››hpxqfpp` vνq”e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2 ´ e´itpv`ν¨pqıτ´16p
v
¯
φ
››› ď Cl”}φ}Hαxxy4l pR3q´ 1vp1` |t|q2l´1 `
2lÿ
j“1
1
p1` |t|q2l´jvminpα,jq
¯
` }φ}H2pR3q 1vp1` |t|qζ´1
ı
,
(3.118)
for every v ą v0 (see Lemma 3.26), ν P S2, t P R, and every φ P Hαxxy4lpR3q.
Proof: We take t ą 0 (without loss of generality). We use the shorthand notation
ψ “ hpxqfpp` vνq
”
e´it
`
pp`vνq2`m2
˘1{2
´ e´itpv`ν¨pq
ı
τ
´16p
v
¯
φ (3.119)
and write
ψ “ ψp1q ` ψp2q (3.120)
with
ψp1q “ χBpνt;|t|{2qψ, ψp2q “ χBpνt;|t|{2qc ¨ ψ. (3.121)
We estimate first ψp1q:
}ψp1q} ď}χBpνt;|t|{2qhpxqfpp` vνq} ¨
››e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2 ´ e´itpv`ν¨pqıτ´16p
v
¯
φ
›› (3.122)
ďC 1
v
´ 1
1` |t|
¯ζ´1}φ}H2pR3q,
where use Remark 3.29 and (3.117).
Now we estimate ψp2q. We have that
}ψp2q} ď C
”›››χBpνt;|t|{2qc ¨ e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2τ´16pv ¯χBp0;|t|{8qxxy2l ›››` ›››χBp0;|t|{8qcxxy2l ›››ı (3.123)
¨
›››”xxy2lfpp` vνq”eit“`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2´pv`ν¨pq‰ ´ 1ıφ›››
ď Cl
´ 1
1` |t|
¯2l›››”xxy2lfpp` vνq”e´it“`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2´pv`ν¨pq‰ ´ 1ıφ›››,
where we use Lemma 3.26 and (3.3). To estimate the remaining part in (3.123) we notice that the operator x is a
differential operator in the Fourier transform representation (or momentum space):
x “ i∇p. (3.124)
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Taking the commutator of xxy2l with functions of p produces derivatives with respect to p. Taking into consideration
that all derivatives of f are bounded and using (3.113) (and similar estimates) we get›››”xxy2lfpp` vνq”eit“`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2´pv`ν¨pq‰ ´ 1ıφ››› ďC›››”xxy2l , fpp` vνq´eit“`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2´pv`ν¨pq‰ ´ 1¯ıφ›››
` C
›››fpp` vνq”eit“`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2´pv`ν¨pq‰ ´ 1ıxxy2lφ›››.
ďC
2lÿ
j“1
´1` |t|
v
¯minpα,jq}φ}Hαxxy4l pR3q ` C 1` |t|v }φ}Hαxxy4l pR3q,
(3.125)
Where we use the fact that for every g P Hαxxy4lpR3q and every multi-index l “ pl1, l2, l3q P pNYt0uq3, with l1` l2` l3 ď
2l,
}xpyαxl11 xl22 xl33 g} ď C}xl11 xl22 xl33 g}HαpR3q ď C}g}Hαxxy4l pR3q, (3.126)
for some constant C. Eq. (3.118) follows from (3.119), (3.120), (3.122), (3.123) and (3.125).
l
LEMMA 3.31. Let τ P C80 pR3; r0, 1sq be such that τpxq “ 1 for |x| ď 12 and it vanishes for |x| ě 1. Let h : R3 ÞÑ R
satisfy
|hpxq| ď C
´ 1
1` |x|
¯ζ
, (3.127)
for some ζ ą 1 and some constant C. Take f P C8pRnq bounded with all derivatives bounded. For every l P N there
is a constant Cl such that›››hpxqfpp` vνq”e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2ıτ´16p
v
¯
φ
››› ď Cl”}φ}H0xxy4l pR3q´ 1p1` |t|q2l¯` }φ}H0pR3q 1p1` |t|qζ ı, (3.128)
for every v ą v0 (see Lemma 3.26), ν P S2, t P R, and every φ P H0xxy4lpR3q.
Proof: We take t ą 0 (without loss of generality). We follow the procedure of the proof of Lemma 3.30. We use the
shorthand notation
ψ “ hpxqpfpp` vνq
”
e´it
`
pp`vνq2`m2
˘1{2ı
τ
´16p
v
¯
φ (3.129)
and write
ψ “ ψp1q ` ψp2q (3.130)
with
ψp1q “ χBpνt;|t|{2qψ, ψp2q “ χBpνt;|t|{2qcψ. (3.131)
We estimate first ψp1q:
}ψp1q} ď}χBpνt;|t|{2qhpxqfpp` vνq} ¨
››e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2τ´16p
v
¯
φ
›› (3.132)
ďC
´ 1
1` |t|
¯ζ}φ}H0pR3q,
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where use (3.127).
Now we estimate ψp2q. We have that
}ψp2q} ď C
”›››χBpνt;|t|{2qce´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2τ´16pv ¯χBp0;|t|{8qxxy2l ›››` ›››χBp0;|t|{8qcxxy2l ›››ı ¨ ›››”xxy2lfpp` vνqφ››› (3.133)
ď Cl
´ 1
1` |t|
¯2l›››”xxy2lfpp` vνqφ›››,
where we use Lemma 3.26 and (3.3). To estimate the remaining part in (3.123) we use that x “ i∇p. Taking the
commutator of xxy2l with functions of p produces derivatives with respect to p and as all derivatives of f are bounded
we get ›››”xxy2lfpp` vνqφ››› ď›››”xxy2l , fpp` vνqıφ›››` ›››fpp` vνqxxy2lφ››› ď C}φ}H0xxy4l pR3q. (3.134)
Eq. (3.128) follows from (3.129), (3.130), (3.132), (3.133) and (3.134).
l
LEMMA 3.32. Let τ P C80 pR3; r0, 1sq be such that τpxq “ 1 for |x| ď 12 and it vanishes for |x| ě 1. Let h P C2pR3q
satisfy ˇˇˇ´ B
Bx1
¯l1´ B
Bx2
¯l2´ B
Bx3
¯l3
hpxq
ˇˇˇ
ď C
´ 1
1` |x|
¯ζ
, (3.135)
for some ζ ą 1, a constant C and every l1, l2, l3 P N Y t0u with l1 ` l2 ` l3 ď 2. Take f P C8pRnq bounded with all
derivatives bounded. For every l P N, there is a constant Cl such that›››”e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2 ´ e´itpv`ν¨pqıhpxqfpp` vνqe´itpv`ν¨pqτ´16p
v
¯
φ
››› ď C 1
v
´ 1
1` |t|
¯ζ´1}φ}H2pR3q (3.136)
` Cl 1
v
´ 1
1` |t|
¯2l´1}φ}H2xxy4l pR3q,
for every v ą v0 (see Lemma 3.26), ν P S2, t P R, and every φ P H2xxy4lpR3q.
Proof: We take t ą 0. Let θ P C80 pR3; r0, 1sq be equal 1 in Bpν; 1{2q and zero in Bpν; 2{3qc. Define
θtpxq :“ θpx{tq. (3.137)
We use the shorthand
ψp1q “
”
e´it
`
pp`vνq2`m2
˘1{2
´ e´itpv`ν¨pq
ı
θtpxqhpxqfpp` vνqe´itpv`ν¨pqτ
´16p
v
¯
φ, (3.138)
ψp2q “
”
e´it
`
pp`vνq2`m2
˘1{2
´ e´itpv`ν¨pq
ı
p1´ θtpxqqhpxqfpp` vνqe´itpv`ν¨pqτ
´16p
v
¯
φ.
We analyze first ψp1q. He have that
}ψp1q} ď
›››”e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2 ´ e´itpv`ν¨pqıxpy´2››› ¨ ›››xpy2θtpxqhpxqfpp` vνqe´itpv`ν¨pqτ´16p
v
¯
φ
››› (3.139)
ďC |t|
v
´ 1
1` |t|
¯ζ}φ}H2pR3q, (3.140)
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where we use (3.114) and (3.135).
Now we estimate ψp2q using Remark 3.27 and (3.135):
}ψp2q} ď
›››”e´it`pp`vνq2`m2˘1{2 ´ e´itpv`ν¨pqıxpy´2››› ¨ ›››xpy2p1´ θtpxqqhpxqfpp` vνqe´itpv`ν¨pqτ´16p
v
¯
φ
››› (3.141)
ďCl |t|
v
´ 1
1` |t|
¯2l}φ}H2xxy4l pR3q, (3.142)
for every l P N.
l
LEMMA 3.33. Let h : R3 ÞÑ R and b : R3 ÞÑ R3 be such that
|hpxq| ď C
´ 1
1` |x|
¯ζ
, }bpxq} ď C
´ 1
1` |x|
¯ζ
, (3.143)
for some constant C, and every x P R3. It follows that the exist a constant C such that›››››hpxq 1`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 e´itpv`ν¨pqφ
››››› ď C” 1vp1` |t|qζ }φ}H1xxy4l pR3q ` 1vα }φ}HαpR3qı (3.144)
and ›››››bpxq ¨ ” p` vν`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 ´ ν
ı
e´itpv`ν¨pqφ
››››› ď C” 1vp1` |t|qζ }φ}H1xxy4l pR3q ` 1vα }φ}HαpR3qı, (3.145)
for every v ą v0 (see Lemma 3.26), ν P S2, t P R, every natural number l ě ζ{2, and every φ P Hαxxy4lpR3q, with
α P t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u.
Proof: We take, without loss of generality, t ą 0. Let τ P C80 pR3; r0, 1sq be such that τpxq “ 1 for |x| ď 12 and it
vanishes for |x| ě 1. Notice that
}p1´ τp16p{vqqφ} ď C 1
vα
}φ}HαpR3q. (3.146)
We prove (3.144). The proof of (3.145) is similar, using (3.113). Define
ψ “ hpxq 1`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 e´itpv`ν¨pqτp16p{vqqφ (3.147)
and
ψp1q “ χBpνt;|t|{2qψ, ψp2q “ χBpνt;|t|{2qcψ. (3.148)
We have that
}ψp1q} ď C}χBpνt;|t|{2qhpxq} ¨
››› 1`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2 xpy´1
››› ¨ }φ}H1pR3q ď C 1vp1` |t|qζ }φ}H1pR3q. (3.149)
Now we estimate ψp2q using Remark 3.27:
}ψp2q} ď
”
}χBpνt;|t|{2qc ¨ e´itpv`ν¨pqτp16p{vqqχBp0;|t|{8qxxy´2l} ` }χBp0;|t|{8qcxxy´2l}
ı
(3.150)
¨
›››xxy2l 1`pp` vνq2 `m2˘1{2φ
›››
ďC 1
vp1` |t|q2l }φ}H1xxy4l pR3q,
where we use the procedure in (3.123)-(3.126). Eq. (3.144) follows from (3.147)-(3.150). l
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Figure 1: The magnet K “ YLj“1Kj Ă R3 where Kj are handlebodies, for every j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Lu. The exterior domain,
Λ :“ R3zK. The curves γk, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨m, are a basis of the first singular homology group of K and the curves
γˆk, k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨m, are a basis of the first singular homology group of Λ.
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Figure 2: The curves cpx, vˆq.
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